Annual Holiday Gathering
Convocation Tomorrow

Christmas spirit officially comes to the Institute tomorrow with the annual all-institute convocation. Classes will be canceled from 12 to 3 so that students may gather in Kresge Auditorium for the ceremony.

The MIT Evenus Choir, under the direction of John Hiller, will play solos which have been arranged especially for this group. For many, it will be the first chance to hear the new organ, as David Johnson accompanies the assembly in that capacity.

As usual, President Killian will deliver a short speech of greeting, following Father Shepard Hale Bishop, the MIT Chaplain in Manhattan, N.Y., the largest parish of this denomination in the world, who will give the poetic address. The concluding Scripture will be II Cor. 3:18, President Killian's favorite verse.

Future Of High School Physics

In the words of Dr. Albert P. Little, Chairman, the objective of the Physical Science Study Committee is to provide a physical science course in High School which is not just a mass of facts with their technological applications, but rather to provide a new course which will emphasize broad concepts of the physical world, the way a scientist looks at it, the phenomena he sees, and to show how he pulls out of his observations fundamental physical laws. The committee, which has been meeting intermittently since last August, points out that the facts of our High School science program are not as much the lack of teachers but the poor quality of the material which is being taught.

The mission of the committee is to change High School physics so as to instill the generality of nature's laws and to point out the interdependence of phenomena. It is hoped that the feeling which police officers, and other professionals have experienced, that the depth of the subject required will be seen as a means to provide new methods which are presently unattainable in the High Schools.

The staff of the Medical Department under Dr. P. John Chamberlain, of the medical department.

Dr. Chamberlain says that accidents occur particularly at this time of the year. He quotes Mr. Arthur S. Johnson, Director of the Institute of Safe Living of the American National Liability Insurance Co., on twenty reasons why accidents are more frequent at this time of the year.

1. More people are on the roads.
2. More traffic due to holidays, and fogging and icing of the windshields.
3. Longer hours of darkness, particularly during the rush hours, weather conditions, and fogging and icing of the windshields.
4. More traffic due to holiday parties,科技进步, and destruction can be reduced if students are alert to the conditions.

The MIT students contribute, according to the study, a toll of 38,000 deaths, 133,500 injuries, and $2,000,000,000 in losses, or about 5 per cent of the toll of highway deaths, suffer- }

swimming Team Swamps RPI By 60-26 Margin

Tedy Lee Relay Record Set; Divine Edges Johnson

The MIT swimming team avenged RPI in last Saturday's meet with a meet which was a strong demonstration of the ability of the men to compete in all events.

Of the four men in the relay

b.400-yard free relay, the 4x100-yard and 4x100-yard free

out of a clump, took a third in the 100-yard, dropping his time 1.20 seconds. Bob Morin D.51 and Dave Cahillan D.31, finished one and two in the dive for the third competitive meet. The most interesting event of the day

pitted Al Johnson '58 and Neil Divine '59 against each other in the race for the top backstroke position. At the end of 50 yards to 30 yards, began to

The final relay went to MIT's free
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